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Our machine is a type of fridge which keeps liquids in
supercooling state. It is the only device which is able to
create the supercooling eﬀect in a permanent, consistent
and stable way, at the exact moment you need it.
Any Pme you open the fridge, the liquid is there ready for
you to impact & surprise your customer. For example,
creaPng "magic" in front of your clients by building a
stalagmite instant ice in front of their eyes.
Our Supercooling Magic machine is of Japanese origin,
using Japanese technology. Reliable and easy to operate.
The machine creates all the "magic" in the boYles inside.
Our customers are using our technology to make
creaPons like magic desserts and imposible cocktails &
mocktails. Restaurant El Celler de Can Roca (3 Michelin
Star & World Best Restaurant) and Paradiso Cocktail Bar
in Barcelona (No.20 World Best50Bars) are surprising
their customers with the supercooling technique.
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Supercooling Machine is a unique appliance that allows
you to access liquids at the Supercooling temperature
exactly when you need it. Just open the door and the
liquid is there wai9ng for your Magic and Crea9vity.
Our Supercooling appliance uses state of the art
technology from Japan, and is the world's ﬁrst kitchen
appliance to successfully achieve a stable, super-cooled
state. Our machine preserves the liquid proper9es of
water at around -6°C without freezing it. We have
perfected the technology that delivers a unique taste and
experience: cool, refreshing, magical, and absolutely
delighJul.
Supercooling is Magic.
This magical appliance is able to keep liquids (water,
soda, cocktails, ice-cream, sorbet, champagne, cava,
prosecco, sake, tea, coﬀee, juices...) at a very low
temperature without freezing them.
The Magic appears either when you pour the liquid into
other recipient, or upon impact (for example, introducing
a spoon into the liquid, or dropping an olive into a
cocktail).
This technology will bring value to your business and your
customers.
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MEDIA

SPECS

Net Weight
70 kgs

915 mm

550 mm

Manufacturing Loca9on: Japan
World Wide Sales: FUJISAKURA SL, Barcelona, Spain
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